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Abstract

Along with the ever increasing popularity of cellu-
lar phones, improving recognition accuracy in cel-
lular phone speech has become an issue of growing
concern. However, the distortion caused by current
low-bit rate speech CODEC is nonlinear, so com-
pensating for distortion by applying only a conven-
tional CMN which assumes distortion is a stationary
linear transfer on the cepstrum domain is di�cult.
In this paper, to improve speech recognition accu-
racy over cellular phone networks, we investigate the
use of CODEC-dependent acoustic models and rapid
CODEC adaptation using model selection based on
maximum likelihood criterion. By using these meth-
ods we succeeded in reducing recognition errors in
cellular phone speech by 33 %.

1. Introduction

Recognizing telephone speech is more di�cult than
recognizing high quality microphone speech because
of channel distortion that occurs due to bandwidth
limitation, impulse noise, frequency translation and
so on. Cepstrum mean normalization(CMN) is
known as an e�ective technique for removing con-
volutional linear channel distortion and is used as a
standard technique in telephone speech recognition
systems [1].

The number of cellular phone subscribers has
increased rapidly in recent years and likely to ex-
ceed the number of �xed-line telephone subscribers
in Japan. Along with the increasing popularity of
cellular phones, the recognition accuracy of cellular
phone speech has become an issue of growing con-
cern. Cellular phone services however are o�ered
by various carriers and these carriers employ various
cellular phone systems that utilize di�erent speech
CODECs. The distortion caused by current low-bit
rate speech CODECs is nonlinear and the charac-
teristics of each CODEC are di�erent. Therefore,
removing distortion by applying only a conventional
CMN which assumes distortion to be stationary lin-
ear transfer on the cepstrum domain is di�cult.

On the other hand, by applying adaptation tech-
niques which were originally developed for speaker
adaptation, acoustic model for cellular phone speech

can be trained from clean speech acoustic model with
only a small amount of speech data corrected on the
target cellular phone network[2]. However, In practi-
cal telephone speech recognition applications, models
must be adapted rapidly, e.g. one utterance, because
some service do require users to utter a few sentences
during a call. The number of available target models
is however limited such as to CODEC types on cel-
lular phones. we therefore prepared these adapted
models priori to performing recognition.

In this paper, we propose a new technique
which selects the most suitable acoustic model for
each utterance from a limited number of previously
trained CODEC-dependent HMM(COD-HMM) for
rapid adaptation. We �rst compared the perfor-
mance of COD-HMM trained by conventional adap-
tation methods and examined their performance.
We then compared the likelihood of matched COD-
HMM and mismatched COD-HMM and evaluated
e�ectiveness of a cellular-phone adaptation method
which selects the most suitable COD-HMM based on
the maximum likelihood criterion.

2. Cellular phone database

We collected the cellular phone speech database over
an actual major cellular phone network in 1999. The
speech CODEC used in this database is described
in Table 1. All data were collected using an ISDN
line. Note that the CODEC of the �xed-line(N)
and PHS(P) have the same �-law[3], and that the
CODEC of the digital cellular(D) is selected from
PSI-CELP and VSELP depending on the network
load. The amount of speech data which used to
train the COD-HMM is described in Table 1. Each
speaker utters phonetically balanced sentences from
a relatively quiet location such as the home or o�ce.

3. Training and decoding of the
CODEC-dependent HMM

3.1. Training method

We applied MAP and MLLR as the adaptation tech-
niques, these were originally developed for speaker
adaptation, to train CODEC-dependent HMM. As
the baseline model, we trained 333 states shared-
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Table 1: Cellular phone speech database.

Number of speakers(utterances)
Set Type CODEC Male Female
C CDMA cellular[4] EVRC(1.2{9.6kbps) 111(1553) 100(1786)
D digital cellular[5] PSI-CELP(5.6kbps)/VSELP(11.2kbps) 38(2198) 54(3663)
P PHS[6] �-law(64kbps) 10( 465) 20( 923)
N �xed-line �-law(64kbps) 1438(67609) 976(52018)

state context-dependent HMM using �xed-line tele-
phone speech(N). We then adapted the baseline
model to each CODEC by employing the following
two types of adaptations.

1. adapt by MLLR. Every state treated as one
regression class.(MLLR).

2. adapt by MAP after (1) (MLLR+MAP)

The digital cellular(D) includes two CODEC and
we could not separate speech recorded through digi-
tal cellular(D) into PSI-CELP encoded speech and
VSELP encoded speech. We therefore adapted a
model for digital cellular (D) with mixed speech data
encoded by both CODEC and prepared an identical
model. The conditions for acoustic analysis are de-
scribed in Table 2.

3.2. Maximum likelihood criterion based

COD-HMM selection

We performed the selection of the most suitable
acoustic model using one utterance. In this method,
selection of COD-HMM and speech recognition are
performed simultaneously. These processes are per-
formed by �nding a phoneme sequence p̂ and COD-
HMM ĉ for the given acoustic sequence y such that

P (p̂; ĉjy) = max
p;c

P (p; cjy) (1)

from every possible phoneme sequence p and COD-
HMM c.

Under the assumption that events p and c are in-
dependent of each other, we modify the above equa-
tion as follows.

P (p̂)P (ĉ)P (yjp̂; ĉ) = max
p;c

P (p)P (c)P (yjp; c) (2)

where P (p) is the a priori probability of the phoneme
sequence p, P (c) is the a priori probability for use of
COD-HMM c, and P (yjp; c) is the conditional prob-
ability of the acoustic sequence y given the phoneme
sequence p and COD-HMM c. In the following ex-
periments, we equalize P (c) for all COD-HMMs.

To reduce the computational cost we imple-
ment our speech recognition with model selection
as follows[7]. First, we started with m di�erent set
of hypotheses corresponding to m COD-HMMs and
started a frame-synchronous Viterbi search. For each

Table 2: Acoustic analysis conditions.

Sampling frequency 8 kHz
Frame shift 10 ms
Frame length 25 ms
Window type Hamming
Feature parameters MFCC 1{12

� MFCC 1{12, � logpow
�� MFCC 1{12, �� logpow

frame, these hypotheses grow separately for each
COD-HMM, and the hypotheses with a lower like-
lihood, among hypotheses for all COD-HMMs, are
pruned by using the beam search technique. At the
end of the input speech, the most suitable COD-
HMM and the recognized result are obtained by se-
lecting the hypotheses with the maximum likelihoods
from among the hypotheses for all COD-HMMs. By
using this method, those hypotheses for COD-HMMs
that do not �t the target CODEC are pruned early
during the recognition process. Therefore, the com-
putational cost is reduced compared to running the
recognition separately for all COD-HMMs and select-
ing the maximum likelihood result from the results
separately recognized with each COD-HMM.

4. Experiments

We conducted a 3000 word vocabulary, which con-
sists of the name of the company, word recognition
experiments to evaluate obtained COD-HMM and
the rapid CODEC adaptation method. Through
CODECs described in Table 1, 15 male and 15 fe-
male speakers each utter 10 words

Table 3 shows the word error rate obtained by
using baseline HMM for �xed-line(N), COD-HMMs
trained by MLLR(MLLR) and COD-HMMs trained
by MLLR and MAP (MLLR+MAP). The results
show that COD-HMM adapted by MLLR reduce er-
ror in baseline HMM for �xed-line by 14-16%. By
using MLLR andMAP, further improvements are ob-
tained and result in a 33-37% reduction in errors in
baseline HMM. These results clearly show that sta-
tionary linear transformation is not su�cient to re-
duce channel distortion caused by CODEC on cellu-
lar phone networks. Therefore, we used COD-HMM
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Table 3: Comparison of adaptation methods (word error
rate %).

Target Training method
set N MLLR MLLR+MAP
N 2.7 - -
C 7.0 5.9 4.4
D 7.9 6.8 5.3

Table 4: Word accuracy(%) obtained by COD-HMMs.

Target COD-HMM
set N P C D
N 2.7 2.4 3.0 7.9
P 2.5 2.2 4.1 9.8
C 7.0 10.3 4.4 9.9
D 7.9 9.8 9.9 5.3

adapted by MLLR and MAP in the following exper-
iments.

Table 4 shows the word error rate obtained by
recognizing test data of each CODEC by each COD-
HMM. They show that best performance can be ob-
tained by using an COD-HMM for each CODEC. In
the case of �xed-line(N) and PHS(P), which use the
same CODEC �-law, the di�erence between accu-
racy obtained by using COD-HMMs for each set is
small. But the other mismatch in CODEC of input
speech and COD-HMM causes a large degradation
in recognition accuracy.

Next, prior to attempting COD-HMM selection
based on maximum likelihood criterion, we compare
the likelihood of COD-HMM for each CODEC. For
each utterance, the likelihood of the speech period
normalized by the frame length of the period is cal-
culated by using each COD-HMM. We then calculate
the di�erence between likelihood of COD-HMMs for
the target CODEC and the other CODEC.

Figure 1 shows histogram of the di�erence in like-
lihood of COD-HMM for a CDMA cellular(C) and
another COD-HMM. This result shows the di�erence
in likelihood of the appropriate COD-HMM and an-
other COD-HMM are large enough to select models
based on maximum likelihood criterion.

Table 5 shows statistics of di�erences in likeli-
hood of COD-HMM for target CODEC and another
CODEC during the speech period. The average dif-
ference in likelihood and standard derivation of dif-
ference is described in each cell of the table. For most
combinations of speech data and COD-HMM, the
di�erence in likelihood is large enough. But, �xed-
line(N) and PHS(P) use same CODEC �-law so that
the di�erence in likelihood obtained by using each
COD-HMM is small.
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Figure 1: Histogram of the di�erence in likelihood of
COD-HMM for CDMA cellular(C) and another COD-
HMM.

Same statistics on the silence period described in
Table 6. Di�er from the results of speech period,
these results show that the di�erence in likelihood
between appropriate COD-HMM and other COD-
HMM is small and the standard derivation is large
in the silence period. Therefore, it is not advisable
to selecting COD-HMM during the silence period.

Based on the above investigation, we conducted
speech recognition experiments with COD-HMM se-
lection based on maximum likelihood criterion. The
characteristics of COD-HMM for �xed-line(N) and
PHS(P) are similar. We therefore use three COD-
HMM in parallel for �xed-line(N), CDMA cellu-
lar(C) and digital cellular(D). Furthermore, to avoid
model selection failure during a silence period, we
prepared a CODEC-independent silence model and
used jointly it with each CODEC-dependent speech
model. The CODEC-independent silence model is
generated by composing a CODEC-dependent si-
lence model based on the following equation.

b(y) =
1

M

MX

m=1

b
m
(y) (3)

where M is the number of COD-HMMs and b
m
(y)

is output probability of each COD-HMM.
The other approach to increase robustness to

counter the distortion caused by the di�erence
in CODECs is to train a CODEC-independent
HMM. To compare the e�ectiveness of CODEC-
independent modeling with the model selection ap-
proach, we generated a CODEC-independent HMM
by composing each state of a COD-HMM based on
equation 3.

The word error rate obtained by HMM for a
�xed-line (Fixed-line), a manually selected model
(Manual), a composed CODEC-independent HMM
(Compose) and a likelihood based selected model
(Likelihood) is described in Table 7. This result
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Table 5: Di�erence in likelihood between a matched COD-HMM and another COD-HMM during a speech period ([]
standard deviation).

Target COD-HMM
set N P C D
N - 1.25(0.76) 1.68(0.72) 1.60(0.69)
P 0.35(0.62) - 2.22(0.88) 1.48(0.75)
C 1.55(0.84) 3.22(1.41) - 0.89(0.54)
D 1.63(0.77) 2.77(1.39) 0.69(0.57) -

Table 6: Di�erence in likelihood between a matched COD-HMM and another COD-HMM during a silence period ([]
standard deviation).

Target COD-HMM
set N P C D
N - 0.51(1.49) 1.60(2.53) 1.56(2.05)
P 0.30(1.03) - 2.24(2.33) 1.54(1.56)
C 1.22(2.74) 2.24(3.54) - 0.97(2.28)
D 1.10(2.00) 2.10(2.53) 0.07(1.61) -

Table 7: Word error rate(%) obtained by using CODEC
adaptation method.

Target set
Method N P C D
Fixed-line(N) 2.7 2.5 7.0 9.0
Manual 2.7 2.2 4.4 5.3
Compose 3.0 3.4 6.2 5.3
Likelihood 2.7 2.2 4.4 4.5

shows that the accuracy obtained by COD-HMM se-
lection is equivalent to the manually selected model,
and that the improvements are always superior to
the CODEC-independent HMM.

5. Conclusions

To improve the accuracy of speech recognition
over cellular-phone networks, we investigate the use
of CODEC-dependent acoustic models and rapid
CODEC-adaptation using model selection based on
maximum likelihood criterion. These methods suc-
ceeded in reducing recognition errors in cellular
phone speech by 33 %. An issue for future study
is new CODECs such as G.729(CS-ACELP), which
are recently installed on cellular phone systems to
improve the quality of cellular phone speech[8]. We
therefore need to also evaluate our method with these
new CODECs. Cellular phone subscribers also have
a tendency to call from noisy locations such as in
crowds, vehicles and train platforms so enhancing
the robustness of speech recognition versus environ-
mental inuences is also important.
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